This paper addresses the computation of the required trajectory correction maneuvers TCM for a halo orbit space mission to compensate for the launch velocity errors introduced by inaccuracies of the launch v ehicle. By combining dynamical systems theory with optimal control techniques, we are able to provide a compelling portrait of the complex landscape of the trajectory design space. This approach enables automation of the analysis to perform parametric studies that simply were not available to mission designers a few years ago, such a s h o w the magnitude of the errors and the timing of the rst trajectory correction maneuver a ects the correction V . The impetus for combining dynamical systems theory and optimal control in this problem arises from design issues for the Genesis Discovery mission being developed for NASA by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory.
1 Introduction and Background the Sun. Once there, the spacecraft will remain in the halo orbit for two years to collect solar wind samples before returning them to the Earth for study into the origins of the solar system. Figure 1 shows three orthographic projections of the Genesis trajectory: the transfer to the halo, the halo orbit itself, and the return to Earth. These gures are plotted in a rotating frame, which is often used in the study of the three-body problem. The frame is de ned by xing the X-axis along the Sun-Earth line, the Z-axis in the direction normal to the ecliptic, and with the Y-axis completing a right-handed coordinate system. Viewed from behind the Earth in the YZ-projection, the orbit appears as a halo around the Sun, hence its name originally named for lunar halo orbits by F arquhar.
The Genesis Mission
The Genesis trajectory is the rst mission to be fully designed using dynamical systems theory see Howell, Barden and Lo 1997 . Notice in Figure 1 that the trajectory travels between neighborhoods of the L 1 and L 2 libration points with the purpose of returning the samples to Earth L 2 is roughly 1.5 million km on the opposite side of the Earth from the Sun. In dynamical systems theory, this is called a heteroclinic connection between the L 1 and L 2 regions. One of the attractive features of this design is the fact that the three year mission, from launch all the way back to Earth return, requires only a single small deterministic maneuver less than 6 m s when injecting onto the halo orbit! It is extremely di cult to use traditional classical algorithms to nd such a near-optimal solution, so the design of such a low energy trajectory is facilitated by using dynamical systems methods. This is achieved by using the stable and unstable manifolds as guides in determining the end-to-end trajectory.
Halo Orbits
Halo orbits are large three dimensional orbits shaped like the edges of a potato chip. The Y-amplitude of the Genesis halo orbit, which extends from the X-axis to the maximum Y-value of the orbit, is about 780,000 km. Note that this is bigger than the radius of the orbit of the Moon, which is about 380,000 km. The computation of halo orbits follows standard nonlinear trajectory computation algorithms based on parallel shooting. Due to the sensitivity of the problem, an accurate rst guess is essential, since the halo orbit is actually an unstable orbit albeit with a fairly long time constant in the Sun-Earth system. This rst guess is provided by a high order analytic expansion of minimum 3rd order using the Lindstedt-Poincar e method. For details see Llibre, Martinez and Sim o 1985 , Howell and Pernicka 1988 , and Parker and Chua 1989 In the CRTBP model, halo orbits are both periodic and time independent. However, if we take into account all the e ects of the full solar system, halo orbits are in fact quasiperiodic and time dependent. Like the L 1 equilibrium point, which is the generator of these families of unstable quasiperiodic orbits, the halo orbit is also an unstable orbit, behaving dynamically like a saddle point in the directions of spectrally unstable and stable eigenvalues. There is an entire family of asymptotic trajectories that departs from the halo orbit called the unstable manifold; there is also an entire family of asymptotic trajectories which wind onto the halo orbit called the stable manifold see, for example , Wiggins 1990 . Each of these families form a two dimensional surface that is, roughly speaking, a twisted tubular surface emanating from the halo orbit.
Sim o, G omez, Llibre and Martinez 1987 were the rst to study these invariant manifolds of the halo orbit and apply them to the design of the SOHO mission. SOHO did not require the delicate controls provided by this theory, so the actual mission was own using the classical methods developed at NASA by F arquhar and Dunham see, for example, Farquhar, Muhonen, Newman and Heuberger 1980 . For Genesis, however, these manifolds are absolutely crucial to return the samples to Earth and land at a speci ed site a requirement not imposed on SOHO or previous libration point missions. The stable manifold, which winds onto the halo orbit, is used to design the transfer trajectory which delivers the Genesis spacecraft from launch to insertion onto the halo orbit HOI. The unstable manifold, which winds o of the halo orbit, is used to design the return trajectory which brings the spacecraft and its precious samples back to Earth via the nearly heteroclinic connection. See Koon, Lo, Marsden and Ross 2000 for the current state of the computation of homoclinic and heteroclinic orbits in this problem.
The Transfer to the Halo Orbit
The transfer trajectory is designed using the following procedure. A halo orbit Ht is rst selected, where t represents time. The stable manifold of H, denoted W s , consists of a family of asymptotic trajectories which take in nite time to wind onto H. These asymptotic solutions cannot be found numerically and are impractical for space missions where the transfer time needs to bejust a few months. However, there is a family of trajectories that lie arbitrarily close to W s that require just a few months to transfer between Earth and the halo orbit. These trajectories are said to shadow the stable manifold. It is these shadow trajectories that we can compute and that are extremely useful to the design of the Genesis transfer trajectory.
A simple way to compute an approximation of W s is provided by Parker and Chua 1989 and is based on Floquet theory. The basic idea is to linearize the equations of motion about the periodic orbit and then use the monodromy matrix provided by Floquet theory to generate a linear approximation of the stable manifold associated with the halo orbit. The linear approximation, in the form of a state vector, is integrated in the nonlinear equations of motion to produce the approximation of the stable manifold. In the case of quasiperiodic orbits that are not too far from periodic orbits, one approximates the orbit as periodic and the same algorithm is applied to compute approximations of W s see Howell, Barden and Lo 1997 ; see also G omez, Masdemont and Sim o 1993 . For engineering purposes, at least for space missions, this seems to work well. Recently, a more re ned approach based on reduction to the center manifold or neutrally stable manifold is provided by Jorba and Masdemont 1999 .
In this paper, we will assume that the halo orbit, Ht, and the stable manifold Mt are xed and provided. Hence we will not dwell further on the theory of their computation which is well covered in the references see Howell, Barden, and Lo 1997 . Instead, let us turn our attention to the trajectory correction maneuver TCM problem.
The TCM Problem
Genesis will belaunched from a Delta 7326 launch vehicle L V using a Thiakol Star37 motor as the nal upper stage. The most important error introduced by the inaccuracies of the launch v ehicle is the velocity magnitude error. In this case, the expected error is 7 m s 1 sigma value relative to a boost of approximately 3200 m s from a 200 km circular altitude Earth orbit. In the space industry, w e call the change in velocity a V . It is typical in space missions to use the magnitude of the V as a measure of the spacecraft performance. The propellant mass is a much less stable quantity as a measure of spacecraft performance, since it is dependent o n the spacecraft mass and various other parameters which change frequently as the spacecraft is being built.
Although a 7 m s error for a 3200 m s maneuver may seem rather small, it actually is considered quite large. Unfortunately, one of the characteristics of halo orbit missions is that, unlike interplanetary mission launches, they are extremely sensitive to launch errors. Typical interplanetary launches can correct launch v ehicle errors 7 to 14 days after the launch. In contrast, halo orbit missions must generally correct the launch error within the rst day after launch, due to energy concerns. This critical Trajectory Correction Maneuver is called TCM1, being the rst TCM of any mission. Two clean up maneuvers, TCM2 and TCM3, generally follow TCM1 after a week or more, depending on the situation. perigee. Hence, the correction maneuver, V , grows sharply in inverse proportion to the time from launch. For a large launch v ehicle error, which is possible in the case of Genesis, the correction maneuver TCM1 can quickly grow b e y ond the capability of the spacecraft's propulsion system. The Genesis spacecraft, built in the spirit of NASA's new low cost mission approach, is very basic. This makes the performance of an early TCM1 extremely di cult and risky. It is highly desirable to delay TCM1 by as long as possible, even at the expense of expenditure of the precious V budget. In fact, the Genesis Project would prefer TCM1 be performed at 2 to 7 days after launch, or later if at all possible. The design of the current Genesis TCM1 retargets the state after launch back to the nominal HOI state see Lo, Williams et al 1998 . This approach is based on linear analysis and is perfectly adequate if TCM1 is performed within 24 hours after launch. Beyond launch + 24 hours, the correction cost can become prohibitively high. See also Wilson, Howell, and Lo 1999 for another approach t o targeting that may be applicable for Genesis. The desire to increase the time between launch and TCM1 suggests that one use a nonlinear approach, combining dynamical systems theory with optimal control techniques. We explore two similar but slightly di erent approaches and are able to obtain in both cases an optimal maneuver strategy that ts within the Genesis V budget of 150 m s for the transfer portion of the trajectory. We n o w i n troduce the general problem of optimal control for dynamical systems. We start by recasting the TCM problem as a spacecraft trajectory planning problem. Mathematically they are exactly the same. We discuss the spacecraft trajectory planning problem as an optimization problem and highlight the formulation characteristics and particular solution requirements. Then the fuel e ciency caused by possible perturbation in the launch velocity and by di erent delays in TCM1 is exactly the sensitivity analysis of the optimal solution. COOPT, the software we use, is an excellent tool in solving this type of problem, both in providing a solution for the trajectory planning problem with optimal control, and in studying the sensitivity of di erent parameters. We emphasize that the objective in this work is not to design the transfer trajectory, but rather to investigate recovery issues related to possible launch v elocity errors. We therefore assume that a nominal transfer trajectory corresponding to zero errors in launch v elocity is available. For the nominal trajectory in our numerical experiments in this paper, we do not use the actual Genesis mission transfer trajectory, but rather an approximation obtained with a more restricted model. It has been shown elsewhere for example, Howell, Barden, and Lo 1997 that the general qualitative c haracteristics found in the restricted models translate well when extended into more accurate models; we expect the same correlation with this work as well.
Recasting TCM as a Trajectory Planning Problem
Althought di erent from a dynamical systems perspective, the HOI and MOI problems are very similar once cast as optimization problems. In the HOI problem, a nal maneuver jump in velocity is allowed at T HOI = t max , while in the MOI problem, the nal maneuver takes place on the stable manifold at T MOI t max and no maneuver is allowed at T HOI = t max . A halo orbit insertion trajectory design problem can be simply posed as:
Find the maneuver times and sizes to minimize fuel consumption V for a trajectory starting near Earth and ending on the speci ed halo orbit around the Lagrange point L 1 of the Sun-Earth system at a position and with a velocity consistent with the HOI time.
The optimization problem as stated has two important features. First, it involves discontinuous controls, since the impulsive maneuvers are represented by jumps in the velocity of the spacecraft. A reformulation of the problem to cast it into the framework required by continuous optimal control algorithms will be discussed later in this section. Secondly, the nal halo orbit insertion time T HOI , as well as all intermediate maneuver times, must be included among the optimization parameters p. This too requires further reformulation of the dynamical model to capture the in uence of these parameters on the solution at a given optimization iteration. Next, we discuss the reformulations required to solve the HOI discontinuous control problem; modi cations of the following procedure required to solve the MOI problem are discussed in x3.2. We assume that the evolution of the spacecraft is described by a generic set of six ODEs x 0 = ft; x; 
Launch Errors and Sensitivity Analysis
In many optimal control problems, obtaining an optimal solution is not the only goal. The in uence of problem parameters on the optimal solution the so called sensitivity of the optimal solution is also needed. Sensitivity information provides a rst-order approximation to the behavior of the optimal solution when parameters are not at their optimal values or when constraints are slightly violated.
In the problems treated in this paper, for example, we are interested in estimating the changes in fuel e ciency V caused by possible perturbations in the launch velocity v 0 and by di erent delays in the rst maneuver TCM1. As we show i n x 3, the cost function is very close to being linear in these parameters T C M 1 min and v 0 . Therefore, evaluating the sensitivity o f the optimal cost is a very inexpensive and accurate method of assessing the in uence of di erent parameters on the optimal trajectory especially in our problem.
In coopt, we make use of the Sensitivity Theorem see Bertsekas 1995 for nonlinear programming problems with equality and or inequality constraints: Theorem 2.1 Let f, h, and g be twice c ontinuously di erentiable and consider the family of problems minimize fx subject to hx = u; gx v; 10 parameterized by the vectors u 2 R m and v 2 R r . Assume that for u; v = 0 ; 0 this problem has a local minimum x , which is regular and which together with its associated Lagrange multiplier vectors and , satis es the second order su ciency conditions. Then there exists an open sphere S centered at u; v = 0 ; 0 such that for every u; v 2 S there is an xu; v 2 R n , u; v 2 R m , and u; v 2 R r , which are a local minimum and associated Lagrange multipliers of problem 10.
Furthermore, x, , and are continuously di erentiable in S and we have x0; 0 = x ; 0; 0 = ; 0; 0 = . In addition, for all u; v 2 S, there holds r u pu; v = , u; v; r v pu; v = , u; v; 11 where pu; v is the optimal cost parameterized by u; v, pu; v = f x u; v:
12 The in uence of delaying the maneuver TCM1 is thus directly computed from the Lagrange multiplier associated with the constraint of Equation 6. To e v aluate sensitivities of the cost function with respect to perturbations in the launch v elocity v 0 , we m ust include this perturbation explicitly as an optimization parameter and x it to some prescribed value through an equality constraint. That is, the launch velocity is set to There are a numberof well-known methods for direct discretization of the optimal control problem in Equations 18, for the case in which the DAEs can be reduced to ordinary di erential equations ODEs in standard form. coopt implements the single shooting method and a modi ed version of the multiple shooting method, both of which allow the use of adaptive D AE software.
In the multiple shooting method, the time interval t 1 ; t max is divided into subintervals t i ; t i +1 i = 1; : : : ; N tx , and the di erential equations in Equation 18a
are solved over each subinterval, where additional intermediate variables X i are introduced. On each subinterval we denote the solution at time t of Equation 18a
with initial value X i at t i by xt; t i ; X i ; p.
Continuity b e t w een subintervals in the multiple shooting method is achieved via the continuity constraints C i 1 X i+1 ; X i ; p X i+1 , xt i+1 ; t i ; X i ; p = 0 : quadratic programming SQP method see Gill, Murray and Wright 1981 . The SQP methods require a gradient and Jacobian matrix that are the derivatives of the objective function and constraints with respect to the optimization variables. We compute these derivatives via DAE sensitivity software daspk3.0 Li and Petzold 1999 . The sensitivity equations to besolved by daspk3.0 are generated via the automatic di erentiation software adifor see Bischof, Carle, Corliss, Griewank and Hovland 1997 . This basic multiple-shooting type of strategy can work very well for small-tomoderate size ODE systems, and has an additional advantage that it is inherently parallel. However, for large-scale ODE and DAE systems there is a problem because the computational complexity grows rapidly with the dimension of the ODE system. coopt implements a highly e cient modi ed multiple shooting method Gill, Jay, Leonard, Petzold, and Sharma 1998 and Serban 1999 which reduces the computational complexity to that of single shooting for large-scale problems. However, we h a v e found it su cient to use single shooting for the trajectory design problems treated in this paper.
Numerical Results
Circular Restricted Three-Body Model. As mentioned earlier, we use the equations of motion derived under the CRTBP assumption as the underlying dynamical model in Equation 3. In this model, it is assumed that the primaries Earth and Sun in our case move on circular orbits around the center of mass of the system and that the third body the spacecraft does not in uence the motion of the primaries. We write the equations in a rotating frame, as in Choice of Cost Function. At this point w e need to give some more details on the choice of an appropriate cost function for the optimization problem 9. Typically in space missions, the spacecraft performance is measured in terms of the maneuver sizes v i . We consider the following two cost functions. While the second of these may seem physically the most meaningful, as it measures the total sum of the maneuver sizes, such a cost function is nondi erentiable whenever one of the maneuvers vanishes. In our case, this problem occurs already at the rst optimization iteration, as the initial guess transfer trajectory only has a single nonzero maneuver at halo insertion. The rst cost function, on the other hand, is di erentiable everywhere.
Although the cost function C 1 is more appropriate for the optimizer, it raises two new problems. Not only is it not as physically meaningful as the cost function C 2 , but, in some particular cases, decreasing C 1 may actually lead to increases in C 2 .
To resolve these issues, we use the following three-stage optimization sequence: 1. Starting with the nominal transfer trajectory as initial guess, and allowing initially n maneuvers, we minimize C 1 to obtain a rst optimal trajectory, T 1 .
2. Using T 1 as initial guess, we minimize C 2 to obtain T 2 . It is possible that during this optimization stage some maneuvers can become very small. After each optimization iteration we monitor the feasibility of the iterate and the sizes of all maneuvers. As soon as at least one maneuver decreases under a prescribed threshold typically 0:1 m s at some feasible con guration, we stop the optimization algorithm.
3. If necessary, a third optimization stage, using T 2 as initial guess and C 2 as cost function is performed with a reduced numberof maneuvers n obtained by removing those maneuvers identi ed as zero maneuvers" in step 2.
Merging Optimal Control with Dynamical Systems Theory. Next, we present results for the halo orbit insertion problem x3.1 and for the stable manifold insertion problem x3.2. In both cases we are investigating the e ect of varying times for T C M 1 min on the optimal trajectory, for given perturbations in the nominal launch velocity. The staggered optimization procedure described above is applied for values of T C M 1 min ranging from 1 day t o 5 d a ys and perturbations in the magnitude of the launch v elocity v 0 ranging from ,7 m s to +7 m s. We present t ypical transfer trajectories, as well as the dependency of the optimal cost on the two parameters of interest. In addition, using the algorithm presented in x2.2, we perform a sensitivity analysis of the optimal solution. For the Genesis TCM problem it turns out that sensitivity information of rst order is su cient to characterize the in uence of T C M 1 min and v 0 on the spacecraft performance.
The merging of optimal control and dynamical systems has been done through either 1 the use of the nominal transfer trajectory as a really accurate initial guess, or 2 the use of the stable invariant manifold.
Halo Orbit Insertion HOI Problem
In this problem we directly target the selected halo orbit with the last maneuver taking place at the HOI point. Using the optimization procedure described in the previous section, we compute the optimal cost transfer trajectories for various combinations of T C M 1 min and v 0 . In all of our computations, the launch conditions are those corresponding to the nominal transfer trajectory, i.e., As an example, we present complete results for the case in which the launch velocity is perturbed by -3 m s and the rst maneuver correction is delayed by at least 3 days. Initially, we allow for n = 4 maneuvers. In the rst optimization stage, the second type of cost function has a value of C Launch Errors and Sensitivity Analysis The staggered optimization procedure was then applied for all values of T C M 1 min and v 0 in the regime of interest. In a rst experiment, we i n v estigate the possibility of correcting for errors in the launch velocity using at most two maneuvers n = 2. The surface of optimal cost C 2 in m s as a function of these two parameters is presented in Figure 5 . Numerical values are given in Table 1 . Except for the cases in which there is no error in the launch velocity and for which the nal optimal transfer trajectories have only one maneuver at HOI, the rst correction maneuver is always on the prescribed lower bound T C M 1 min . The evolution of the time at which the halo insertion maneuver takes place as a function of the two parameters considered is shown in Figure 6 .
Recalling that the nominal transfer trajectory has T HOI = 110:2 days, it follows that, for all cases investigated, halo orbit insertion takes place at most 18.6 days earlier or 28.3 days later than in the nominal case.
Several important observations can be drawn from these results. First, it can be seen that, for all cases that we investigated, the optimal costs are well within the V budget allocated for trajectory correction maneuvers 450 m s for the Genesis mission. Secondly, as the second plot in Figure 5 shows, the cost function surface is very close to being linear with respect to both T C M 1 min time and launch v elocity error. This suggests that rst order derivative information, as obtained from sensitivity analysis of the optimal solution x2.2, provides a very good approximation to the surface. For a few points on the cost function surface, we present tangents obtained from sensitivity data in Figure 7 . Finally, the halo orbit insertion time is always close enough to that of the nominal trajectory so as to not a ect either the collection of the solar wind or the rest of the mission mainly the duration for which the spacecraft evolves on the halo orbit before initiation of the return trajectory.
In a second set of numerical experiments, we allow initially for as many a s n = 4 maneuvers. This additional degree of freedom in the optimization leads to further reductions in the optimal cost function, as data in Table 2 shows.
The corresponding cost function surface is presented in Figure 8 . It is interesting to note that all optimal transfer trajectories have n = 2 maneuvers for negative errors in the launch velocity, n = 1 maneuver if there is no error, and n = 3 maneuvers for positive launch velocity errors. As in the previous case, the time for the rst correction maneuver is always on the prescribed lower bound i.e.,
T C M 1 = T C M 1 min , while the halo orbit insertion time, shown in Figure 9 , is at most 2.6 days earlier or 21.4 days later than in the nominal case. 
Stable Manifold Orbit Insertion MOI Problem
Obtaining a Good Initial Guess. In the MOI problem the last nonzero maneuver takes place on the stable manifold and there is no maneuver to insert onto the halo orbit. This implies that, in addition to the constraints of Equation 5 imposing that the nal position is on the halo orbit, constraints must beimposed to match the nal spacecraft velocity with the velocity on the halo orbit. These highly nonlinear constraints, together with the fact that a much larger parameter space is now investigated we target an entire surface as opposed to just a curve make the optimization problem much more di cult than the one corresponding to the HOI case. The rst problem that arises is that the nominal transfer trajectory is not a good enough initial guess to ensure convergence to an optimum. To obtain an appropriate initial guess we use the following procedure: With the resulting trajectory as an initial guess and the desired value of v 0 we proceed with the staggered optimization presented before to obtain the nal optimal trajectory for insertion on the stable manifold. During the three stages of the optimization procedure, both the MOI point and the HOI point are free to move in position, velocity, and time on the stable manifold surface and on the halo orbit, respectively. The fact that we are using local optimization techniques implies that the computed optimal trajectories are very sensitive to the choice of the initial guess trajectory. For given values of the problem parameters such as initial number of maneuvers, perturbation in launch v elocity, and lower bound on TCM1 we nd optimal trajectories in a neighborhood of the initial guess trajectory. In other words, computed optimal trajectories can be`steered' towards regions of interest by appropriate choices of initial guess trajectories. For example, taking the launch time to beT L = 0 and the HOI time T HOI of the nominal transfer trajectory as a reference point on the halo orbit, we can investigate a given zone of the design space by an appropriate choice of the HOI point o f our initial guess trajectory with respect to T HOI step 1 of the above procedure. That is, we select a value T 0 such that T HOI = T HOI + T 0 . The point where the initial guess trajectory inserts onto the stable manifold is then de ned by selecting the duration T S for which the equations of motion are integrated backwards in time step 2 of the above procedure. This gives a stable manifold insertion time of T MOI = T HOI ,T S = T HOI + T 0 ,T S . Next, we use coopt to evaluate these various choices for the initial guess trajectories step 3 of the above procedure. A schematic representation of this procedure is shown in Figure 10 .
For di erent combinations of T 0 and T S , Table 3 presents values of C 1 v = P n i=1 kv i k corresponding to the optimal initial guess trajectory that targets the resulting MOI point. Note that, for a given value T 0 , there exists a value T S for which w e are unable to compute an initial guess trajectory. This is due to the fact that, for these values of T 0 and T S , the resulting T MOI is too small for coopt to nd a trajectory that targets the MOI point from T L = 0 .
Regions Best Suited for MOI Insertion. From the data given in Table 3 we can identify regions of the stable manifold that are best suited for MOI insertion. Examples of such regions are: Region A MOI trajectories that insert to the halo orbit in the same region as the nominal transfer trajectory and which therefore correspond to initial guess trajectories with small T 0 ;
Region B MOI trajectories that have HOI points on the far side" of the halo orbit and which correspond to initial guess trajectories with halo insertion time around T HOI + 1 : 50 T 0 = 1 : 50 365=2 = 174:27 days.
These choices are con rmed by the examples from Wilson, Howell, and Lo 1999 . Trajectories in the second region might, at rst glance, appear unsuited for the Genesis mission as they would drastically decrease the duration for which the spacecraft evolves on the halo orbit recall that design of the return trajectory dictates the time at which the spacecraft must leave the halo orbit. However, as the typical MOI trajectory of Figure 11 shows, all trajectories on the stable manifold asymptotically wind onto the halo orbit and are thus very close to the halo orbit for a signi cant time. This means that collection of solar wind samples can start much earlier than halo orbit insertion, therefore providing enough time for all scienti c experiments before the spacecraft leaves the halo orbit. Once we select a region of the stable manifold by selecting an appropriate initial guess trajectory, we can perform the same type of analysis as done for the HOI problem of x3.1. In what follows, we consider the case in which we correct for perturbations in launch v elocity by seeking optimal MOI trajectories in Region B, that is, on the far side of the halo from the Earth. For given values of v 0 and T C M 1 min , we rst compute an MOI initial guess trajectory with T 0 = 1:50 and T S = 0 : 75 and then use the staggered optimization procedure described in x3 t o n d an optimal MOI trajectory in this vicinity.
We present results from such computations in Table 4 . It can be seen that the optimal MOI trajectories are very close in terms of their associated cost function C 2 to the corresponding HOI trajectories. These results can beunderstood if we recall that the nominal transfer trajectory that we use in our experiments actually inserts onto the halo orbit directly as opposed to the manifold. To take full advantage of the stable manifold in correcting for launching errors, one may need to start with a nominal transfer trajectories that insert onto the stable manifold. For missions that are designed to have such nominal transfer trajectories, correction trajectories that also insert onto the stable manifold are expected to be much more e cient than those obtained with the current formulation of the problem.
Conclusions and Future Work
This paper explores new approaches for automated parametric studies of optimal trajectory correction maneuvers for a halo orbit mission. Using the halo orbit insertion approach, for all the launch velocity errors and T C M 1 min considered we found optimal recovery trajectories. The cost functions fuel consumption in terms of V are within the allocated budget even in the worst case largest T C M 1 min and largest launch v elocity error.
Using the stable manifold insertion approach, we obtained similar results to those found using HOI targeted trajectories. The failure of the MOI approach to reduce the V signi cantly may bebecause the optimization procedure even in the HOI targeted case naturally nds trajectories`near' the stable manifold. We will investigate this interesting e ect in future work.
The main contribution of dynamical systems theory to the problem of nding optimal recovery trajectories is in the construction of good initial guess trajectories in sensitive regions which allows the optimizer to hone in on the solution. We feel that this aspect of our work will be important in many other future mission design problems. Many missions in the future will also require the use of optimal control in the context of low thrust. The software and methods of this paper can be used with little change for such problems. In fact, the techniques of this paper are applicable to a variety of problems. We plan to investigate these and related issues in future publications.
